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Executive summary
The visualization of 3D conformations of chromatin gives an innovative and new perspective in the
understanding of biological processes. Those structures are not by far simple points in space but
contain rich information about the region of the genome from which they are derived. It is therefore
important to provide to the scientist different views of the information that will help him in the analysis
of aspects like variability, expression or accessibility of the chromatin. TADkit in the MuG VRE
(http://vre.multiscalegenomics.eu/) include different possibilities for the rendering of 3D structures
while maintaining an integrated 1D, 2D and 3D workspace.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The MuG Virtual Research Environment (VRE) includes TADbit (http://www.3DGenomes.org/tadbit) ,
a complete Python library to analyze, model and explore 3C-based data [1]. TADbit computes and
cluster models that best fit the interaction matrix of a defined region of the genome obtained in the
3C-based experiment and saves the resulting information in a JSON dataset that can be viewed in
TADkit, a unified workspace which connects the 3D data with other data in that genomic domain.
The dataset of chromatin structures contains valuable information about the biological insights of the
experiment, information that is difficult to reveal with the simple representation of the 3D coordinates.
It is therefore important to provide different views or renderings of the information contained in the
dataset. TADkit allows the visualization of the 3D structures in three different and combinative views:
particles view, chromatin view and cluster view.
Each model in the dataset is a set of consecutive three-dimensional space points which are joined to
represent the chromatin strand. Models in the dataset are clustered by structural similarity in TADbit.
Each cluster represents then a particular state or subpopulation of the whole ensemble, a family of
possible 3D structures equally compatible with the experimental data.
When a dataset is opened in TADkit, the user is asked to select which cluster is about to inspect and
he/she is conducted to the visualization of the centroid model of the selected cluster. The centroid is
the existing model in the cluster which more resembles the all other models of the cluster. The views
can be activated or deactivated by accessing the configuration options in the upper right part of the
3D panel in TADkit [Figure 1].

Figure 1: Configuration options in the 3D panel of TADkit.

2 Genome browser connecting all the 1D-2D-3D tracks
TADkit was integrated in the VRE infrastructure with the connection of 1D, 2D and 3D tracks in M18 as
described in Deliverable 3.4. The continuous development of the tool has led to the inclusion of a
fourth panel devoted to the display of multiple types of information.
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The panel is placed in the bottom left part of the workspace [Figure 2] and is organized in different
categorical tabs. At the time of writing the panel is composed by two tabs: Interactions and Dataset
Settings.

Figure 2: (a) Information panel of TADkit

The Interactions tab [Figure 2] displays the features from the existing 1D tracks located in the current
genomic position marked by the gray vertical dashed line. It gets further populated when the user
clicks in the 2D matrix to select an interaction between two genomic loci. The panel will then display
the distance between those two loci in the model rendered in the 3D panel. It will as well list the
features from the existing 1D tracks located in those two genomic positions.
The Dataset Settings tab [Figure 3] gathers information about the dataset file loaded in TADkit. It
contains information such as the biological species, the represented genomic region, the resolution of
the 3C-based interaction matrix and the number of bins of the model.
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Figure 3: Dataset Settings tab in the information panel of TADkit

3 3D Views
3.1 Particles view
The particles view represents the chromatin model as a set of consecutive spheres centered on the 3D
points of the model coordinates [Figure 4]. The radius of the spheres is proportional to the resolution
of the dataset.

Figure 4: Particles view of the 3D panel of TADkit
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The current genomic position in the navigation of the linear tracks is identified by coloring in black the
sphere of the current 3D coordinate.

3.2 Chromatin View
The chromatin view represents the model as a tubular strand where the 3D points of the model are
surrounded by a limited number of segments. The segments join the consecutive points to simulate
the continuity of the chromatin strand. Depending on the resolution used to compute the model the
strand is given an appropriate thickness to approximately match chromatin width [Figure 5].

Figure 5: Chromatin view of the 3D panel of TADkit

This representation of the chromatin allows the coloring of the segments that form the strand. A menu
option in the 1D tracks can be used to color (overlay) the model depending on the information of the
selected track. If the feature includes a color attribute, that color will be overlaid in the chromatin
strand through the genomic region occupied by the feature. If the feature includes a score or value
attribute; that score or value will be used to create a blue gradient color table used to overlay the
strand.

3.3 Cluster View
The previous views are used to visualize single models in the dataset, usually the centroid. On the other
hand, the cluster view represents at the same time the set of models belonging to an individual cluster.
The models of the selected cluster are rendered as thin straight lines connecting the consecutive threedimensional points [Figure 6]. Since clusters can contain large numbers of models, simple lines have
been chosen to represent them and minimize the use of memory resources in the 3D panel.
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Figure 6: Cluster view of the 3D panel of TADkit

The visualization of the ensemble of models gives valuable information about the variability of the
cluster and the occupancy of the structure as a dynamic strand.
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